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YOUR WEBSITE NEEDS TO TELL A STORY 
PEOPLE REMEMBER AND REPEAT

Since the beginning of time, people have spread ideas 
by telling stories. What business owners and marketing 
teams don’t often realize is that the story you tell on 
your website is not what you say on the About/Our 
Story page. Instead, it starts with the Top Navigation 
bar and continues all the way down to the footer. 

Make no mistake. The need to tell a story is not a trivial 
detail you can overlook. In 3-5 seconds, your website 
needs to open a story loop, introduce a character who 
has a problem to solve and position your brand as the 
way to successfully solve that problem. 

How do you do that  in the time it takes to scroll 
through your home page? Use StoryBrand. 

“Either you tell stories that spread  
  or you become irrelevant.”  Seth Godin



TOP NAVIGATION BAR

Marketers used to throw everything 
into the top navigation bar. This 
example for engineering software 
and machinery has 10 items that the 
visitor has to scan before choosing 
which action to take next.

The old way

CUSTOMER STORIES   |   PRODUCTS   |   SOFTWARE   |   MACHINERY   |   RESOURCES   |   ABOUT               BLOG   |   CUSTOMER SERVICE   |   SUPPORT LOGIN

The problem here is, each item on 
this top nav opens a new story loop 
but doesn’t give the visitor much 
to go on. 10 open story loops will 
confuse most customers, and when 
you confuse them, you lose them.

Think about your Top Nav bar.  
How many items do you have there? 
What story loops do they open?  
Do you want them all open at once? 
Probably not.



TOP NAVIGATION BAR

Your Top Nav is like your brand’s book jacket. It gives casual browsers 
a quick overview of the story they’ll find inside your website.

The StoryBrand way

Cleansing Products          Styling Products          Care & GroomingDAPPER
 Beard Oil

BUY NOW

Decide on the main 2-3 items 
that will take your customer 
further into their journey.

Put all the rest of your “must 
have” information down in 
the footer, which is now the 
marketer’s junk drawer. It’s 
ok, they’ll find it if they need 
it, and chances are, they 
won’t need it.

Place them in your Top Nav 
to the right of your logo.

End with a highly noticable 
CTA button on the far right. 
Don’t worry that they’re not 
ready to take this action yet. 
It’s foreshadowing.
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HERO IMAGE

Before scrolling was a given, marketers 
tried to cram as much information above 
the fold as possible. This usually meant the 
hero image was littered with secondary 
and tertiary messages, which ruined any 
visual hierarchy. Check out this example.

Without a visual hierarchy, this story is 
vague, complex and, frankly, not very 
interesting.

There’s no story arc, no sense of 
destination or arrival, and, as a result, no 
reward for making your way to the end of 
the message.

Ask yourself, how hard would you work to 
make sense of the info on this page? Would 
you feel rewarded at the end of it?

The old way



HERO IMAGE

The hero image visually introduces the 
main character. This character has a 
problem that your brand can solve and, 
once you solve it, the character will be 
transformed. This visual usually shows your 
character being successful at the end of 
their journey.

The StoryBrand Way



HERO IMAGE

To work, your hero image, header and 
subhead, need to tell visitors 3 things:

 What do you offer?

 How will it make my life better?

 What do I need to do to buy it?

ANYTHING ELSE IS NOISE.

The StoryBrand Way
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VALUE STACK

The value stack should reflect the 
brand’s positioning and explain why 
visitors should choose this product/
service over any other. Instead of 
clearly answering that question, 
however, this value stack opens three 
new story loops, which take the 
visitor off on different tangents with 
“Learn More” CTA buttons. 
In the parlance of StoryBrand, if you 
confuse, you’ll lose. 

The old way



VALUE STACK

Right under the hero image is your brand’s
value stack. Use simple icons and easily
skimmed headers to position your 
business’ value with without cluttering up 
the page.

When presented this way, the value stack
supports the brand’s primary positioning,
without confusing or distracting the visitor
by opening new story loops.

When deciding what to put in your value
stack, think about the three things you’d 
like visitors to know about your brand that
would encourage them to choose you 
over your competitors.

The StoryBrand Way



THE PROBLEM

Too many websites avoid pointing out 
problems, preferring instead to talk about 
themselves, their history, their superior 
customer service or excellent quality. 

Customers actually need you to give 
them a problem. The problem can be 
anything, big or small. Will the film on 
their teeth ruin their marriage?  Are they 
breathing in dust mites on a daily basis? 
Is their child’s life being ruined by too 
much screen time? 

After they know what problem you are 
helping them solve, and what’s at stake if 
they don’t hire you to solve this problem, 
then they’ll want to know about your 
track record. 

The old way



THE PROBLEM

In StoryBrand, the problem is the hook 
that gets the visitor to care about and pay 
attention to your story. It has 4 parts. 

 The villian. (The root cause of  
 the problem)

 The external problem.  
 (What’s wrong)

 The internal problem. (How the  
 character feels, emotion words)

 The philosophical problem.  
 (What the world should be like,  
 what your customers deserve  
 but aren’t getting)

The StoryBrand Way
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THE PROBLEM

Don’t be afraid to talk directly about 
the pain.

Depending on your business, you may 
want to bring up the problem once or 
repeatedly throughout the website.

The StoryBrand Way (2)



THE GUIDE

This is where the brand enters the
character’s story. And, it’s where 
brands make the most common 
mistake of all.

They enter the story as the hero, 
instead of as the guide.

Your customers wake up every 
morning already thinking of 
themselves as the hero in their own 
story. When you introduce your 
brand as the hero, you’re actually 
competing with your customers,  
and they lose interest.

The old way

Your customer, not you, not your brand, is the is the hero of the story. 
When you try to impress them, you lose them.



THE GUIDE

In every journey, the hero needs a helper, 
a guide who’s been there, done that. 
When you introduce your brand as the 
guide, you need to let the hero know you 
have two things:  

 Empathy: I care about you and  
 want to help you succeed. 

 Authority: I have the experience  
 and know-how to help you  
 succeed. 

The StoryBrand Way
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THE PLAN

People don’t read websites, they 
scan them. 

Most websites fail to provide a clear, 
easy plan, leaving their visitors with 
a bunch of complicated information 
to sift through. 

This makes potential customers 
work too hard to figure out how 
your brand helps them solve their 
problem. 

The Old Way



THE PLAN

Customers trust a guide who has a plan. 
Once customers identify your brand 
as the guide who can help them, they 
want you to give them baby steps and 
essentially say “It’s easy to work with us. 
It’s just 1, 2, and 3.” 

Only after they know the guide has a plan 
are they ready to increase engagement 
with the brand.

The StoryBrand Way



THE PLAN

StoryBrand plans are typically 3-5 steps 
and use headers, icons and buttons to  
visually simplify the plan even more. 

The StoryBrand Way (2)



THE CALL TO ACTION

Human beings don’t act unless they are 
called to do so. Businesses who don’t 
want to be pushy will often use vague, 
generic and passive CTAs like Learn More 
or Read More. 

They don’t get sales for two reasons: 

 They come across as not  
 believing in their own  
 products or services.

 They don’t tell their  
 customers to buy a product  
 or service. 

This example from a financial investment 
company shows just how meaningless 
“Learn More” has become. Replacing 
these CTAs with active phrases like 
“Choose an Account Option,” or 
“Manage my Money,” increases 
engagement. 

The Old Way
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THE CALL TO ACTION

The StoryBrand Way

DIRECT CTA

TRANSITIONAL CTA

BRAND NAV LINK NAV LINK NAV LINK DIRECT CTA

TRANSITIONAL CTA

DIRECT CTA

DIRECT CTA

DIRECT CTA

DIRECT CTA

You should not have more than two CTAs 
on your home page. 

DIRECT CTA: (your main call to action) 
should be the primary action you want 
customer to take.

• Buy Now
• Schedule a Call
• Subscribe Today
• Buy a Package
• Shop

TRANSITIONAL CTA: an action that will 
build trust in the brand and help overcome 
obstacles to the Direct CTA. 

• Listen to Audio: “5 Mistakes ...”
• Play video: “Testimonials...”
• Download the Coupon
• Get the Free E-course “Title”

This is the one place where repetition is 
your friend. You need to repeat your CTA 
5-8 times on your home page before your 
customers will visually register it. 



FAILURE OR SUCCESS? 

In the past, brands could talk about 
their own success, rather than their 
customers’ success. This no longer 
works. 

Initial phrases such as “We address,” 
“We challenge,” and “We specialize 
in” are indicators that you’re focusing 
the success portion of your website 
too much on your brand. 

The Old Way



FAILURE

We all want to avoid mistakes that lead 
to dead ends and tragedy. This portion 
of your website needs to honestly convey 
what negative consequences your brand 
helps your customers avoid. 

Note: Like adding salt to season a recipe, 
a little failure goes a long ways, but 
skipping failure completely leaves the 
entire dish flat.

The StoryBrand Way



SUCCESS

Customers want us to cast a vision for what 
their lives can look like. It’s hard to have 
too many success strips on your website. 
In fact, you can weave success in from the 
beginning of a site to the buy page. Here’s 
a few ways you can bring success into a 
story.  

• Visuals depicting the lives of  
 successful heroes

• Textual descriptions of how they’ll  
 feel once they’ve arrived

• Testimonials from others who have  
 had success... and when it comes  
 to testimonials

The StoryBrand Way



SUCCESS

One of the best ways to help your customers envision success and decide to trust your brand is to include 
testimonials. Keep them real, and add photos and video when possible. 

The StoryBrand Way (2)



SUCCESS

For B2B brands, including testimonials from 
known companies helps potential clients 
trust your brand. Use company logos or go 
all the way and invest in video testimonials 
like these from DOMO. 

The StoryBrand Way (3)



YOUR WEBSITE CHECKLIST

• Keep it short
• End with a bold CTA

Top Nav

• What do you offer?
• How will it make my life better?
• What do I have to do to buy it?

Hero Image

• 3 things that differentiate your  
 brand from your competitors

Value Stack

• Introduce a problem that the  
 hero needs to solve
• This sets the hook and engages  
 your audience

Problem

• Express empathy
• Show authority

Guide

• Give your hero an easy plan
• 3-5 steps
• Use icons, bullets, simple statements

Plan

• Remind them of what’s at stake if they don’t act

Failure

• Sprinkle success liberally throughout the site
• Use images, text and testimonials

Success




